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Students raise concerns about
cultural center resources

by Colin Piteo
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colin.piteo@uconn.edu

and Grace McFadden,
DIGITAL EDITOR
she/her/hers
grace.mcfadden@uconn.edu

Nearly 40 students gathered on the second f loor of the
Student Union Wednesday
night to voice worries about
recent treatment of UConn’s
cultural centers and cultural
programs.
The meeting was facilitated
by Mason Holland, the current student body president
and seventh-semester political science student. Holland,
among other students, raised
concerns about funding and
availability of student staff
positions at the cultural centers.
“Why does this year look
different from last year? Because we can’t deny the fact
that it does,” Holland said to
the group.
Representatives from multiple cultural centers, the Undergraduate Student Government, The Daily Campus and
the student activist group
UConn UNCHAIN were in
attendance.
Students discussed unease
with recent visits from Interim President Radenka Maric.
Maric has come under fire in
the past from student activist
groups for her position on the

Shows UConn students voice worries about recent treatment of UConn’s cultural centers and cultural programs.
PHOTO COURTESY OF PXHERE

Israeli/Palestinian conf lict.
Late Wednesday night, the
Office of Diversity and Inclusion released a statement on
the rumored budget cuts.
“First, the cultural centers
are NOT being ‘defunded’
and their budgets have NOT
been reduced,” reads the
statement.
The statement, which is
signed by UConn Chief Diversity Officer, Dr. Frank
Tuitt, said some of the excess

funding from ODI’s operating budget had gone to support the cultural centers and
programs.
“In past years, ODI was
able to support the programming and staffing for PRLACC, NACP and MECP by
utilizing unspent funds from
our operating budget,” reads
the statement.
“This year, to sustain our
commitment to support the
Native American Cultur-

al Programs (NACP) and
Middle Eastern Cultural
Programs (MECP), ODI
made the decision to redistribute some of the funding
earmarked for the cultural
centers to support this priority.”
ODI did not dispute that
this resulted in budget
changes for some organizations.
“As a result of this decision
each of the cultural centers

will have a slightly smaller
operating budget for this academic year than they did last
year,” reads the statement.
When asked for comment
the university responded
with the statement from ODI.
Holland said regardless
of the circumstances of the
budget changes, students
should continue to speak out
about the cultural centers.
“You have the right to ask for
more,” Holland said.

National News Beat: Amtrak strike,
green cars and oil leases, and
California fires
AMTRAK STRIKE
THREATENS
LONG DISTANCE
CONNECTIONS
by Colin Piteo
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Amtrak will begin to cancel all
long distance travel Thursday following fears of a strike by freight
workers, according to reporting
by NBC New York. The closures
will not affect commuters looking
to travel from New York to Boston,
but will affect those who wish to
travel from New York City to Chicago or Miami.

“Amtrak will begin
to cancel all long
distance travel
Thursday”
BY NBC NEW YORK

The strike, if a deal is not
reached between union workers
and management, will occur on
Friday. The striking workers are
advocating for better over pay and
resolution of scheduling issues.
While Amtrak employees are not
participating in the strike, freight
workers that are instrumental in
the trains operation are.

For more...

JOE BIDEN
TOUTS GREEN
ENERGY AT
DETROIT CAR
SHOW

US GOVERNMENT
APPROVES FIRST
OFFSHORE OIL
LEASE OF BIDEN
PRESIDENCY

President Joe Biden traveled to
Michigan on Wednesday to tout
new electric car manufacturing
following the passage of the Inflation Reduction Act. The law
approved $5 billion in spending
for a network of EV charging
stations that would encourage
the sale and transport of electric
vehicles. At the car show, President Biden announced the first
$900 million would be spent
supplying 53,000 miles of road
in 35 states with EV chargers,
according to reporting by the
AP. Biden championed electric
vehicles and the actions of his
administration in a speech.
“The great American road
trip is going to be fully electrified,” Biden said. “When you
see these big projects in your
home towns … I want you
to feel the way I feel: Pride.
Pride in what we can do when
we do it together.”
Biden also thanked unions
such as the United Auto Workers and others for their instrumental support in the 2020
election, touting his administration's efforts to be the most
pro-union administration in
decades. Biden then drove an
electric Cadillac down the showroom with fellow auto CEO’s.

The US Government has accepted nearly $190 in bids for
offshore oil leases according
to reporting by the AP. This
signals the end of Biden’s
moratorium on offshore oil
and gas leases. While new
leases for offshore drilling
are being approved, the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management stipulated that all
drilling must, “protect biologically sensitive resources,
mitigate potential adverse
effects on protected species,
and avoid potential ocean
user conf licts,” according to
the AP.
The reason that oil and gas
leases for offshore drilling
have returned is due to the Inf lation Reduction Act passed
by Congress in August. An
amendment added by Senator
Joe Manchin stipulated that
oil and gas leases on federal
lands be revisited. Climate
and environmental activists
such as Miyoko Sakashita,
director of the oceans program at the Center for Biological Diversity, lamented the
change, saying it was a blow
to ecosystems in the Gulf of
Mexico and progress towards
tackling climate change.
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CALIFORNIA DEALS WITH
MUDSLIDES AND WILDFIRES
(AP) — Due to heavy rainfall
projected in the near future, the
San Bernardino Mountain region was evacuated. The region
has been dealing with consistent mudslides and flash floods
that have left a person missing, according to the AP. To the
north, the Mosquito Fire is raging in central California.

The region has
been dealing with
consistent mudslides
and flash floods that
have left a person
missing

Firefighters were able to
keep the fire from consuming the small town of Foresthill. The fire is one of three
currently raging in the state.
Nearly 11,000 have been evacuated and 6,000 structures are
threatened due to the blaze.
The rains that triggered
flash floods and mudslides
were triggered by downpours
from a weakened tropical
storm, which ended a southern California drought. The
combination of the drought
and the lack of vegetation
from previous forest fires
made the soil loose, with
nothing left to keep it intact.
The Fairview Fire southeast
of Los Angeles is mostly contained after destroying at least
35 homes and killing two.

Amtrak operating on the railroad. The image shows Amtrak will
begin t cancel all long distance travel Thursday following fears
of a strike by freight workers.
PHOTO OF COURTESY OF FLICKR
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Teacher shortages are real, but
not for the reason you heard

Timothy Allison, a collaborative special education teacher in Birmingham, Ala., works with a student at Sun Valley
Elementary School on Thursday, Sept. 8, 2022. The school district is struggling to fill around 50 teaching spots,
including 15 in special education, despite $10,000 signing bonuses for special education teachers.
AP PHOTO/JAY REEVES

BIRMINGHAM, Ala. (AP) —
Everywhere, it seems, back-toschool has been shadowed by
worries of a teacher shortage.
The U.S. education secretary has called for investment
to keep teachers from quitting. A teachers union leader
has described it as a five-alarm
emergency. News coverage has
warned of a crisis in teaching.
In reality, there is little
evidence to suggest teacher
turnover has increased nationwide or educators are
leaving in droves.
Certainly, many schools
have struggled to find enough
educators. But the challenges
are related more to hiring, especially for non-teaching staff
positions. Schools f lush with
federal pandemic relief money are creating new positions
and struggling to fill them
at a time of low unemployment and stiff competition for
workers of all kinds.
Since well before the COVID-19 pandemic, schools
have had difficulty recruiting
enough teachers in some regions, particularly in parts of
the South. Fields like special
education and bilingual education also have been critically
short on teachers nationwide.
For some districts, shortages
have meant children have fewer or less qualified instructors.
In rural Alabama's Black Belt,
there were no certified math
teachers last year in Bullock
County's public middle school.
"It really impacts the chil-

dren because they're not
learning what they need to
learn," said Christopher Blair,
the county's former superintendent. "When you have
these uncertified, emergency
or inexperienced teachers,
students are in classrooms
where they're not going to get
the level of rigor and classroom experiences."
While the nation lacks va-

“It really impacts
the children
because they’re
not learning what
they need to
learn.”
CHRISTOPHER BLAIR

cancy data in several states, national pain points are obvious.
For starters, the pandemic
kicked off the largest drop in
education employment ever.
According to the Bureau of
Labor Statistics, the number
of people employed in public
schools dropped from almost
8.1 million in March 2020 to
7.3 million in May. Employment has grown back to 7.7
million since then, but that
still leaves schools short
around 360,000 positions.
"We're still trying to dig out of
that hole," said Chad Aldeman,
policy director at the Edunomics
Lab at Georgetown University.
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It's unknown how many of
those positions lost were teaching jobs, or other staff members
like bus drivers — support positions that schools are having
an especially hard time filling.
A RAND survey of school leaders this year found that around
three-fourths of school leaders
say they are trying to hire more
substitutes, 58% are trying to
hire more bus drivers and 43%
are trying to hire more tutors.
Still, the problems are not
as tied to teachers quitting as
many have suggested.
Teacher surveys have indicated many considered leaving their jobs. They're under
pressure to keep kids safe from
guns, catch them up academically and deal with pandemic
challenges with mental health
and behavior.
National Education Association union leader Becky Pringle tweeted in April: "The educator shortage is a five-alarm
crisis." But a Brown University
study found turnover largely
unchanged among states that
had data.
Quit rates in education rose
slightly this year, but that's
true for the nation as a whole,
and teachers remain far more
likely to stay in their job than a
typical worker.
Hiring has been so difficult
largely because of an increase
in the number of open positions. Many schools indicated plans to use federal relief
money to create new jobs, in
some cases looking to hire even
more people than they had prepandemic. Some neighboring

schools are competing for fewer applicants, as enrollment in
teacher prep programs colleges
has declined.
The Upper Darby School
District in Pennsylvania has
around 70 positions it is trying to fill, especially bus drivers, lunch aides and substitute
teachers. But it cannot find
enough applicants. The district
has warned families it may
have to cancel school or switch
to remote learning on days
when it lacks subs.
"It's become a financial competition from district to district
to do that, and that's unfortunate for children in communities who deserve the same opportunities everywhere in the
state," Superintendent Daniel
McGarry said.
The number of unfilled vacancies has led some states and
school systems to ease credential requirements, in order to
expand the pool of applicants.
U.S.
Education
Secretary
Miguel Cardona told reporters last week that creative approaches are needed to bring in
more teachers, such as retired
educators, but schools must
not lower standards.
Schools in the South are
more likely to struggle with
teacher vacancies. A federal

“I personally lost
some really good
teachers to Mobile
County Schools.”
TENESHA BATISTE

survey found an average of
3.4 teaching vacancies per
school as of this summer; that
number was lowest in the
West, with 2.7 vacancies on
average, and highest in the
South, with 4.2 vacancies.
In Birmingham, the school
district is struggling to fill
around 50 teaching spots, including 15 in special education,
despite $10,000 signing bonuses for special ed teachers.
Jenikka Oglesby, a human resources officer for the district,
says the problem owes in part
to low salaries in the South
that don't always offset a lower
cost of living.
The school system in Moss
Point, a small town near the
Gulf Coast of Mississippi, has
increased wages to entice more
applicants. But other districts
nearby have done the same.
Some teachers realized they
could make $30,000 more by
working 30 minutes away in
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“It’s become
a financial
competition from
district to district
to do that, and
that’s unfortunate
for children in
communities who
deserve the same
opportunities
everywhere in the
state.”
DANIEL MCGARRY

Mobile, Alabama.
"I personally lost some really good teachers to Mobile
County Schools," said Tenesha Batiste, human resources
director for the Moss Point
district. And she also lost
some
not-so-great
teachers, she added — people who
broke their contracts and quit
three days before the school
year started.
"It's the job that makes all
others possible, yet they get
paid once a month, and they
can go to Chick-fil-A in some
places and make more money," Batiste said.
A bright spot for Moss
Point this year is four student
teachers from the University
of Southern Mississippi. They
will spend the school year
working with children as
part of a residency program
for aspiring educators. The
state has invested almost $10
million of federal relief money into residency programs,
with the hope the residents
will stay and become teachers
in their assigned districts.
Michelle Dallas, a teacher
resident in a Moss Point firstgrade classroom, recently
switched from a career in
mental health and is confident
she is meant to be a teacher.
"That's why I'm here," she
said, "to fulfill my calling."
___
This story is part of an Associated Press collaboration with
AL.com, The Christian Science
Monitor, The Dallas Morning
News, The Fresno Bee in California, The Hechinger Report,
The Seattle Times and The
Post and Courier in Charleston, South Carolina.
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Casket of Queen Elizabeth II
arrives at Buckingham Palace
LONDON (AP) — The coffin
of Queen Elizabeth II returned
to Buckingham Palace on Tuesday evening, making its way
through a drizzly London as
crowds lined the route for a
glimpse of the hearse and to bid
her a final farewell.
People parked their cars
along a normally busy road,
got out and waved as the
hearse, with lights inside illuminating the flag-draped
coffin, made its way into London. In the city, people pressed
in on the road and held their
phones aloft as it passed.
Thousands outside the palace cheered, shouted "God save
the queen!" and clapped as the

hearse swung around a roundabout in front of the queen's
official London residence and
through the wrought iron
gates. Her son, King Charles
III, and other immediate family
members waited inside.
The coffin traveled to London
from Edinburgh, where 33,000
people filed silently past it in
the 24 hours at St. Giles' Cathedral after it had been brought
there from her cherished summer retreat, Balmoral. The
queen — the only monarch
many in the United Kingdom
have ever known — died there
Sept. 8 at age 96 after 70 years
on the throne.
The military C-17 Globemaster carrying the casket touched

down at RAF Northolt, an air
force base in the west of London, about an hour after it left
Edinburgh. U.K. Prime Minister Liz Truss, Defense Secretary Ben Wallace and a military
honor guard were among those
at the base for the arrival.
One who stood in the rain
waiting for the hearse to pass,
retired bus driver David
Stringer, 82, recalled watching the queen's coronation on a
newsreel as a boy.
"It's a great shame," he said.
"I mean, I didn't think about
her every day, but I always
knew she was there, and my
life's coming to a close now
and her time has finished."
The coffin will be taken by

The coffin of Queen Elizabeth II is carried off a plane by the Queen’s Colour Squadron at RAF Northolt in
London, to be taken to Buckingham Palace, Tuesday, Sept. 13, 2022. Queen Elizabeth II, Britain’s longestreigning monarch and a rock of stability across much of a turbulent century, died Thursday, Sept. 8, 2022,
after 70 years on the throne. She was 96.
AP Photo/Kirsty Wigglesworth, Pool

horse-drawn gun carriage
Wednesday to the Houses of
Parliament to lie in state for
four days before Monday's funeral at Westminster Abbey.
"Scotland has now bid our
Queen of Scots a sad, but fond
farewell," said Scottish First
Minister Nicola Sturgeon. "We
will not see her like again."
Charles had returned to
London from Northern Ireland, where his visit drew a
rare moment of unity from
politicians in a region with
a contested British and Irish
identity that is deeply divided
over the monarchy.
The new king is making his
own journey this week, visiting the four nations of the U.K.
– England, Scotland, Wales
and Northern Ireland.
Hundreds gathered around
Hillsborough Castle near Belfast, the royal family's official
residence in Northern Ireland,
in the latest outpouring of affection following the queen's death.
The area in front of the gates to
the castle was carpeted with
hundreds of floral tributes.
Charles and his wife Camilla, the Queen Consort, got
out of their car to wave to the
crowd and sometimes used
both hands to reach out to villagers, including schoolchildren in bright blue uniforms.
Charles even petted a corgi
— famously his late mother's
favorite breed of dog — held
up by one person, and some
chanted "God save the king!"
"Today means so much to
me and my family, just to be
present in my home village
with my children to witness
the arrival of the new king is
a truly historic moment for us
all," said Hillsborough resident Robin Campbell.

While there was a warm
welcome in Hillsborough, the
British monarchy draws mixed
emotions in Northern Ireland,
where there are two main communities: mostly Protestant
unionists who consider themselves British and largely Roman Catholic nationalists who
see themselves as Irish.
That split fueled three decades
of violence known as "the Troubles" involving paramilitary
groups on both sides and U.K.
security forces, in which 3,600
people died. The royal family
was touched personally by the
violence: Lord Louis Mountbatten, a cousin of the queen and a
much-loved mentor to Charles,
was killed by an Irish Republican Army bomb in 1979.
A deep sectarian divide remains, a quarter century after Northern Ireland's 1998
peace agreement.
For some Irish nationalists, the
monarch represents an oppressive foreign power. But others
acknowledge the queen's role in
forging peace. On a visit to Northern Ireland in 2012, she shook
hands with Sinn Fein deputy
leader Martin McGuinness, a former IRA commander — a onceunthinkable moment of reconciliation. On Tuesday the new king
shook hands with Sinn Fein Vice
President Michelle O'Neill.
In a sign of how far Northern
Ireland has come on the road to
peace, representatives of Sinn
Fein attended commemorative
events for the queen and meeting the king on Tuesday.
Alex Maskey, a Sinn Fein politician who is speaker of the Northern Ireland Assembly, said the
queen had “demonstrated how individual acts of positive leadership
can help break down barriers and
encourage reconciliation.”

In Arizona, worry about access
to Colorado River water
Ariz. (AP) — Robbie Woodhouse's grandfather began
nearly a century of family
farming along the Gila River
near Yuma in the middle
1920s when he dug up a bunch
of mesquite stumps on his
land to make way for his
barley, wheat, Bermuda seed,
cotton and melon fields.
Farming never really took off
at the Woodhouse homestead
until 1954, when the federal
government finished a 75-milelong concrete canal to bring
Colorado River water to what's
now known as the Wellton-Mohawk Irrigation and Drainage
District, which covers about
58,500 acres along the Gila
River east of the Colorado.
Today, Woodhouse presides
over the governing board of
a district with more than 120
individual growers, partnerships, trusts and other operating entities growing about 100
different crops, including seed
crops as well as staples like
wheat, cotton, lettuce and other
produce. Wellton-Mohawk is
one of six agricultural districts
in the Yuma area that together
grow 90% of the cauliflower,
lettuce, broccoli and other winter vegetables sold in the U.S.
But now, the future of this
district, of farming in the Yuma
area in general and of Arizona's
second largest drinking water
supply for urban residents are
all mired in a sea of uncertainty. Due to a logjam in interstate

negotiations for massive cuts in
Colorado River water deliveries, farmers and urban users
have no idea how much water
use they'll be ordered to cut,
possibly starting next year.
All the Yuma area irrigation
districts depend entirely on
Colorado River water to nourish
their crops. While groundwater
does lie beneath many of the
farm fields, its quality is uncertain or poor in many places.
"Obviously we're very, very
concerned," said Woodhouse,
whose 1,250 acres grow mostly
produce, such as cauliflower,
broccoli and lettuce. "Without
the water, we don't grow anything. But I wouldn't say we are
scared. We do feel an obligation
to do our part."
Water officials of Arizona
cities of Tucson, Goodyear and
Scottsdale are also concerned
and a little on edge although
they're not panicking. They are
the most dependent of Arizona
cities on river water delivered
through the Central Arizona
Project, a $4 billion, 336-milelong canal system running from
the river to the Phoenix and
Tucson areas.
While all these cities have
backup supplies, led by
groundwater, to cushion them
in the short- to medium-term
in the event of river water cuts,
their long-term picture is more
uncertain because the CAP
was extended into Arizona
nearly 40 years ago precisely to
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FILE - The Colorado River flows at Horseshoe Bend in Glen Canyon National Recreation Area, Wednesday,
June 8, 2022, in Page, Arizona. Water officials are concerned, though not panicking, about getting water in
the future from the Colorado River as its levels decline and the federal government talks about the need for
states in the Colorado River Basin to reduce use.
AP PHOTO/BRITTANY PETERSON, FILE

get them off groundwater.
Arizona got about 36% of
its total water supply from the
river as recently as 2020. That
share of river water feeding
farms and cities has declined
some since then, with the
advent of a federally approved
Drought Contingency Plan that
will cut the state's river water
use by 21% starting in 2023. It's
expected to drop even further
in the coming years but nobody
knows how much right now.
The uncertainty was triggered first in June, when Reclamation Commissioner Camille
Touton testified at a U.S. Senate
Committee hearing that to stabilize the river's declining reservoirs Lakes Mead and Powell,
the basin states need to cut their

water use by roughly up to 30%
starting in 2023, and come up
with a plan to do that by midAugust. If a plan doesn't appear
by then, she warned the federal
government would impose its
own, to "protect the system."
But mid-August came and
went with no agreement and
no plan or timetable for a plan
from the bureau. The bureau
did say at an Aug. 16 news conference, however, that it was
going to look closely at several
measures such as modifying
the Hoover and Glen Canyon
dams so they can keep delivering water at lower elevations
and counting evaporation of
water from Lake Mead and
the river against the Lower
Basin's total water supply,

thereby reducing that supply
by hundreds of thousands of
acre-feet a year.
So now, Wellton Mohawk
and the other irrigation
districts are pushing a plan
to cut one acre-foot of water
used per acre annually, on
925,000 acres along the Lower
Colorado River in Arizona and
California. In return, they're
seeking $1,500 an acre-foot
in compensation, or a total of
$1.387 billion annually.
With that money, they'll
invest in water-efficient
farming tools like drip irrigation, gradually switch to less
thirsty crops from waterslurping alfalfa and weather
economic losses from reduced
water use, Woodhouse said.
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SPLIT RECORD REVIEW

‘I Love You Jennifer B’
ILLUSTRATION BY KAITLYN TRAN, STAFF ARTIST/THE DAILY CAMPUS

by Taevis Kolz

CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
he/him/his
Taevis.kolz@uconn.edu

It is difficult to classify or
categorize “I Love You Jennifer B,” the debut album from
UK duo Jockstrap, as it refuses to fit into any one genre of
music. The songs are sporadic, evolving over the course of
their lengths like colonies of
bacteria. But at the same time,
there is a sense of cohesion
across the track list that ties
everything together. Producer
Taylor Skye’s colorful production compliments singer Georgia Ellery’s expressive vocals
and string arrangements to
create an album unlike anything else released this year.
Opening track “Neon” begins with a simple acoustic
guitar, providing a false sense
of normalcy before pummeling listeners with distorted
electric guitars, piano arpeggios and an absolutely righteous hook. This is just a taste

of the sounds Jockstrap explores throughout the album.
“Greatest Hits” is a dancef loor-ready song that could
have come straight out of the
‘80s. Lush strings, glittering
synthesizers and a pulsing
piano meld perfectly together
to create a vibrant soundscape. There is a special moment where Ellery sings,
“Imagine I’m Madonna,” in
such a way that for a second,
you believe it.
Ellery’s vocals shine once
again on “Concrete Over Water,” a highlight among a track
list full of highlights. She recalls a moment standing on
a bridge with an unnamed
person, likely a former lover,
while conjuring images of a
quiet, nocturnal cityscape.
Effortlessly gliding in and
out of a tear-jerking falsetto,
she delivers the best vocal
performance of the album.
Despite how much sonic
ground “I Love You Jennifer B” covers, every song

is tied together by a strong
sense of loneliness; a longing for someone Ellery can’t
have. Nowhere is this feeling
stronger than in “What’s It
All About?” where she sings,
“Hurting is one thing, but
waiting’s another.” In this
sense, the song “Lancaster
Court” represents a turning point. Ellery realizes it
is better to live for yourself
than to rely on others. “Just
keep moving forward,” she
repeats. On the glitchy club
closer “50/50,” she understands changing will be a difficult process, but her new
mindset is a good first step.
“I Love You Jennifer B” is a
kaleidoscope of exciting and
innovative pop music. Taylor Skye and Georgia Ellery
have successfully demonstrated their creative prowess and knack for excellent,
albeit cryptic, songwriting.
For fans of a little bit of everything, you won’t want to
miss this.

Jockstrap’s
debut is a
colorful
kaleidoscope of
sound

Rating: 4/5

Jockstrap’s
‘I Love You Jennifer B’

is an avant-garde fusion of electronic and acoustic
by Tyler Hinrichs
CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
he/him/his
tyler.hinrichs@uconn.edu

The album cover for Jockstrap’s first album, “I Love You Jennifer B.” The album features high quality vocals as well as
dark, haunting chords. IMAGE COURTESY OF @JOCKSTRAPMUSIC1 ON TWITTER

Rating: 4.3/5

Despite only being a group since
2018, Jockstrap already seems on
its way to being a name stay in the
world of music. This comes from
the unique sound and boundarybreaking experimentation that is
the backbone of their first album,
“I Love You Jennifer B.” The project is superb in emphasizing Georgia Ellery’s vocal prowess and
Taylor Skye’s skillful electronic
production to create a masterpiece
that has all the signs of perpetuity.
The album starts subtly with
“Neon” but has immediate displays of high-quality vocals and
experimental production. The
track has dark, haunting chords
with an overall eerie feel, while
the tenor of the song rises and
drops with contrasting empty
and full sections. Both acoustic and electric guitars are integral while the highly processed
drums give the track a heavy feel.
The haunting, almost sonically
uncomfortable mood continues
in the second track “Jennifer B,”

though this resolves to a catchy,
enjoyable chorus with a memorable violin melody.
The third rack “Greatest Hits” is
more upbeat with a piano melody
that gives off a hopeful yet still sonically ambiguous tone. Both the
previous track and this one have
themes of romance, and wanting
to observe the world through a
lover’s lens. The sound transitions
from hopeful to more melancholy
on “What’s It All About?” which
highlights the pain of a love slipping away. During my first listen,
this was my favorite song up to
this point — a slow, beautiful tune.
However, my favorite track on
this album by far is the fifth song,
“Concrete Over Water.” With Ellery’s impeccable vocals floating
above soft, mystical chords, it encapsulates the beauty of music.
The song is a reflection on love
and life, briefly transitioning into
a driving phase before returning
to the motif of the intro. A momentary cut to an acoustic, unmixed
section of the chorus captures
the piece’s raw emotion. Ellery’s
sweep into the higher register
while singing the line, “Grateful

for the night” is one of the most
memorable parts of any song I’ve
heard.
The next two pieces have
largely different feels, displaying Jockstrap’s juxtaposition of
sound both from track to track
and in various sections of the
same song. The eighth track,
“Glasgow,” is another slower
number that, similar to “Angst,”
starts with a mysterious melody
on a plucked instrument. The
penultimate song has a somewhat unsettling and fast-paced
sound with some orchestral
components, while the final
track wraps the LP up with an
electronic mix that blends elements from several genres.
This album is full of interesting, experimental tracks that give
a huge amount of variation in the
listening experience. By combining acoustic and electronic elements so uniquely, it is almost
impossible to label it with any predetermined genre. Instead, Jockstrap seems to be forging its own
path, with “I Love You Jennifer
B” being an unforgettable intro to
their musical journey.
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‘The
Catholic
School’

Life

takes us on a trip
inside a killer’s mind
CLIP ART COURTESY OF FREESVG

RATING
4/5

The Catholic School is based on a true story that occurred in Rome. The
Circeo Massacre shows how life was before rape was seen as an actual
crime against the victim. This movie is a must watch for thriller lovers.
IMAGE COURTESY OF IMDB.COM

by Zory Cuadrado
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Based on a true story, “The
Catholic School” takes us back to
the 1970s when one of the most
monstrous massacres in Rome
took place: the Circeo Massacre.
With a remarkable cast, this movie is a must-watch for those of us
who love exciting thrillers.
Growing up in a middle-class
family, Angelo Izzo, Andrea Ghira and Gianni Guido are three
“daddy’s boys” whose weekly
confessions at mass do not make
them exempt from committing

the worst sin possible. As students
from an all-male Catholic school,
their sexuality is an ambiguous
and complicated concept that
pushes them to satisfy their lust at
demented levels.
The three perpetrators also had
difficult lives at home and at their
school, where their only options
were to subdue or be subdued.
As the narrator clearly states,
life in their community was never
the same after the events of the
Circeo Massacre.
After being introduced to Rosalia and Donatella, the three perpetrators take them to dinner and
plan on taking them to the movie

theater afterward. Feeling attraction towards the two beautiful
Italian girls, they decide to take
them to Andrea’s villa instead,
where the horrendous events take
place.
After a long night of drinking
until they were not able to think
logically, when Donatella and
Rosalia attempted to go home
to avoid making their parents
worried, Gianni and Angelo
threaten them at gunpoint to
stay in the villa and lock them
up in the bathroom. Vulnerable,
Donatella and Rosalia have no
option but to obey them if they
want to live.

Gianni and Angelo tell the girls
that Andrea, the villa’s owner,
was the one who ordered for them
to be captured and raped. Without further hesitation and even
before Andrea got to the villa,
Gianni and Angelo raped and
tortured Donatella and Rosalia. It
did not matter how much the girls
begged and swore they would not
tell anyone about what the boys
had done, the privileged and selfish abusers would not back off.
After days of being continuously
raped, kicked and starved, only
one of the victims survived.
“The Catholic School” shows
how life was before rape was
seen as an actual crime against
the victim; it was instead considered a crime against public
morality. The Circeo Massacre
brought about changes to Italian laws in 1996, when rape began to be punished with prison
sentences. Angelo, Andrea and
Gianni were given life sentences,
but because of good conduct they
were released before completing

their sentences. As wicked as it
sounds, they did not stop committing crimes against women
after they were released from
prison, as they were responsible
of the death of another woman
six years after being released due
to good conduct. Evidence from
the case proves that the perpetrators suffered from psychiatric
disorders that were perhaps at
the root of their evil acts.
“The Catholic School” is only
105 minutes long and it takes
its audience on a rollercoaster
of emotions that emerge from
witnessing how wickedness
operates in the mind of those
you would least expect. If you’re
looking for a good movie to
watch this weekend, head to
Netflix and stream “The Catholic School” for a story that will
make you suspicious of those
you least expect. But of course,
no amount of confession will
make the repercussions of the
Circeo Massacre vanish from
history.

‘Sins of Our Mother’:
by Karla Perez

CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
she/her/hers
karla.perez@uconn.edu

What kind of person would
tell you that your dad died over
text? What if they lied about
how or when he died? What
would you do with yourself if
the answers to those suffocating
questions caused you to become
fearful of someone you thought
you knew?
“Sins of Our Mother”, a newly
released Netflix limited docuseries, is about the rapid unraveling of a once-model family. A
compilation of interviews, bodycam footage and text message
evidence reveals the sneaking
and scheming of the mother,
Lori Vallow.
Lori’s history leading up to
this story is rather messy. In
the first marriage that the audience learns about between
Lori and William Lagioia, there
were various incidences of sexual abuse inflicted upon Lori
and her first child, Colby. Upon
hearing of these abuses made
towards her child, Lori’s downward spiral began. Although
distraught, Lori found Joseph
Ryan, whom she had her daughter, Tylee, with. Finally, following Joseph’s death from a heart
attack, Lori married Charles
Vallow. It was in this marriage
that the mystery of disappearance and religion fully developed.
Lori grew up very devoted
to the Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter-Day Saints, so she introduced many of her religious
practices to people who came
later in her life. This eventually
included Charles — but in an
actually healthy manner — and
the couple was able to rebuild
their lives together. However,
the Vallow family was only “picture-perfect” for a short amount
of time.
By the day, Lori’s behavior
quickly became more and more
suspicious. Charles was the
first and only one to notice this

change, and he pleaded with
other family members to help
him because he felt as if Lori
was slowly becoming unrecognizable. Everyone else believed
him to be crazier than what he
was making Lori out to be, until
Colby finally became involved
and began to share Charles’ suspicions.
Throughout the series, intensity grows as Lori’s interactions
with the family become more
vague. Questions arise when
Lori takes her two children to
“somewhere cold” and Tylee’s
texts to her brother no longer
sound like Tylee. Panic surfaces
when a family member discovers an extensive list of names
labeled as either “light souls” or
“dark souls.” On top of it all, is
Lori having an affair?
The complexity of ‘Sins of
Our Mother’ pulls its audience into a thriller, detective
and mystery trifecta. The Vallow family hears less and less
from Lori by the day, to a point
where they have no word from
her whatsoever. This leads to
a new question and concern
every day. What does it mean
to be a “dark” versus a “light”
soul? Are the “dark souls” safe?
When will Tylee finally call her
brother back? What did Lori
mean when she said the kids
were safe and happy with no
further explanation?
Within a short time span
of three episodes — each less
than an hour long — viewers
learn about the rise and fall
of the Vallow family, the cunning behavior of Lori Vallow
and the extent to which religion can drive a person. Along
with
such
astonishment,
throughout the series viewers
are constantly on the edge of
their seats as they anxiously
ask about the whereabouts of
the two widely beloved children, the safety of those family members remaining on the
“dark spirits” list and if Lori’s
manipulations will ever be discovered.

Will you be a
darksoul or a
light soul?

R
A
T
I
N
G
4/5
‘Sins of Our Mother’ was recently released on Netflix as a docuseries about a
model family that turned out to be not as perfect as they seem. Combining thriller,
detective, and mystery, this series keeps viewers on their toes every episode.
IMAGE COURTESY OF IMDB.COM
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EGL
Annual Fall Fair
takes over Fairfield Way

by Naiiya Patel
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On Wednesday, Sept. 14, Experiential Global Learning (EGL)
hosted its Fall Fair on Fairfield
Way from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m., allowing students to learn more about
the global opportunities offered by
the University of Connecticut. The
event was focused on promoting
abroad, domestic and virtual global programs.
The fair featured past EGL participants, UConn faculty program
leaders, affiliate partners and the
EGL team of advisors. EGL also
had tables hosted by Financial Aid
and Office of National Scholarships & Fellowships for Funding
Present, Career Development, and
Cultural Centers.
Past participants in study
abroad programs shared their experiences, as well as the process of
applying.
Clara Gomes-Ferres, a seventhsemester communications major
and marketing/social media assistant for EGL, spoke about her
experience with EGL while applying for study abroad last spring in
Florence, Italy.
“I just knew, right off the bat, I
wanted to go to Italy because I have
never been there and they were really helpful,” Gomes-Ferres said.
“They were really helpful in letting
me know what were the best op-

tions for me financially if I needed
it. They let me know [what] my
other options were in case I was
worried.”
EGL has also been promoting
their new Global Passport program that will allow students
to receive funding for free passports through nomination. The
program is open to all, even for
those not planning on studying
abroad.
Various study abroad programs
exist, from some that only last eight
days and others that go for a full
academic year. The fair featured
programs that start during the
winter, summer and spring break,

“Global Passport
program that will
allow students to
receive funding for
free passports through
nomination.”
as well as the traditional spring and
fall semesters.
Tables like those of the Academics Internship Experts provided
further information on global internships. Stephania Korenovsky,
a third-semester healthcare management major, spoke about her
experience stopping by.
“I visited Academics Internship Experts because I already

knew I wanted to pursue it,”
Korenovsky said. “I learned
that after you apply, you have an
interview with the consulting
group, and you give them three
possible industries you are interested in. I have to do a CV
rather than a resume because it
is all European-based. I never
learned that from their website
and only found out when speaking to them.”
Although the fair is now over,
EGL still offers multiple ways to
learn about global opportunities.
During the week of Nov. 14, EGL
will host its “Summer Showcase”
event, and display summer programs. Events and student information sessions are hosted by EGL
all year round.
Laura Hills, associate director of
EGL, discussed the importance of
the fair via email:
“EGL works with students
from all majors, strategizing with
them on how to incorporate their
academics into a program, leveraging their financial aid and discussing scholarship opportunities,” Hills said. “We tell students
to come see us as early as they can
in their time here at UConn. It
makes it that much more feasible
for them to find the right program
for them.”
For those who were unable to
attend the fair, more information
is on the EGL website or visit their
office in Rowe 117.

UConn’s Educational Global Learning program hosts their annual Fall Fair on Fairfield Way this Wednesday, Sept. 14, 2022. Study abroad options at UConn ranges
across all continents excluding Antarctica.
PHOTOS BY SKYLER KIM, GRAB PHOTOGRAPHER/THE DAILY CAMPUS
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Without a car, Storrs is
by Thess Johnson | CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT | THEY/THEM | thess.johnson@uconn.edu

I

t’s no secret that
towns of Tolland and
the University
Vernon. This route is
of Connecticut,
by far the most useful
despite
being
leaving UConn, since it
the largest public unidoes give access to urversity in the state, is
ban, commercial and
not located where very
less populated areas.
many people live. Sure,
The problem with
UConn does have reCTtransit’s offer is the
gional campuses in
time it takes to travel
Hartford,
Stamford
on the route. Having to
and Waterbury, all of
spend an hour on the
which are considerable
bus to get to Hartford is
population centers. But
not too terrible of a comfor Storrs, the heart of
mitment, but the travel
this university which
does add up. Spending
began as an agriculturtwo hours to get some
al college, it would be
Puerto Rican food or
unwarranted to comgo on a merry-go-round
pare it to universities
makes the idea of travlike the University of
eling beyond campus a
Hartford or Yale, since
chore.
they were built in popI do appreciate the
ulation centers.
ability to journey offDespite the historical
campus,
but
what
justification for its relaUConn needs are more
tive inaccessibility owroutes connecting caming to it formerly having
pus to nearby towns,
been an agricultural
as well as far more frecollege, the fact is that
quent service to Willimany UConn students
mantic. And towns like
do not have cars of their
Chaplin, Coventry and
Windham Region Transit District (WRTD) and the CTtransit buses are alternative methods of transportation for
own. The development The
Willington are about
students wishing to venture outside of the UConn Storrs campus.
of Storrs Center has alas far from UConn as
lowed for some ameni- PHOTO PROVIDED BY AUTHOR
Willimantic, yet they
ties to flow into campus,
Depot Line. There are a couple limantic is the urban connec- seem like a lot, but that’s less are currently inaccessible by
but what happens when you parks around there, so the line tion we need! It’s the closest than one departure every hour- public transport.
want to get fast food, need to go may be of some use, but its lim- semi-urban area to UConn, so and-a-half during the time the
It is true that these towns are
to a Wal-Mart, or want to visit a ited service (8 a.m. to 7 p.m. on you would think that the ser- route runs. Getting to Willi- neither Hartfords nor New Hanew park? Unless you pay a sub- weekdays only, according to its vice would be comprehensive, mantic is possible for the aver- vens. However, having the abilistantial fee for an Uber, have a website), means that you’ll need especially since WRTD works age student, but it’s an uncom- ty to travel at one’s own will and
particularly generous friend, or to look for an alternative escape directly with PassioGo.
fortably tedious trip to plan for to purchase necessities when
desperately want to take a four- if your free time is limited to
One would assume that, but what should be a simple location needed are liberating aspects of
hour walk, the answer is that you weekends.
college life which are necessary
unfortunately, there are no bus- to reach.
are going to have to take the bus.
The local transit authority, es on Sundays, so you’d better
The only other option to leave in exposing oneself to life in the
Luckily for us here at UConn, the Windham Region Transit be free on Saturday if you need campus by public transport is “real world.”
we do have buses to leave cam- District (WRTD) does offer bus- anything. If you want to get to using CTtransit’s Route 913.
Ultimately, it doesn’t matter
pus... Right?
es north to Four Corners – an the center of Willimantic and The route offers between 11 and who provides these services,
Well, if you’re a determined unimpressive commercial area not to the largely empty East 22 departures depending on so long as UConn students
PassioGo! user, the furthest at the junction of Routes 44 and Brook Mall, there are only nine the day, per CTtransit, provid- without cars can be freed from
away you’ll reach is UConn’s De- 195 – and south to Willimantic, departures per day, according ing access to Hartford, Buck- the unintended isolation of repot Campus on the aptly named both on Route 674. Surely, Wil- to WRTD’s website. Nine may land Hills Mall, as well as to the strictive transportation.

Don’t shame revolutionary
activists, help them
by Ben Sagal-Morris

CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
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On April 16, 1963, the Rev. Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. offered
this wisdom: “First, I must confess that over the last few years I
have been gravely disappointed
with the white moderate. I have
almost reached the regrettable
conclusion that the Negro's
great stumbling block in the
stride toward freedom is not
the White Citizen's Council-er
or the Ku Klux Klanner, but the
white moderate who is more devoted to “order" than to justice;
who prefers a negative peace
which is the absence of tension
to a positive peace which is the
presence of justice; who constantly says, ‘I agree with you

in the goal you seek, but I can't
agree with your methods of direct action’; who paternalistically feels he can set the timetable
for another man's freedom; who
lives by the myth of time and
who constantly advises the Negro to wait until a ‘more convenient season.’”
These words from King still
hold true nearly 60 years later.
Our world is on the edge of disaster. This is not news, but it is
worth repeating. The world as
it is now is not suitable for longterm existence for humans and
many other species currently
living on this planet. Obviously, climate change is the most
pressing and existential threat.
The UN released a report on
the climate and what would be
required by 2030 to avoid the
worst forecasted damage from

climate change, but, according
to a summary by Emma Newburger, the report indicates
“that global climate pledges for
2030 must be four times higher
to limit global warming to 2 degrees Celsius and seven times
higher to get on track to limit
global warming to 1.5 degrees
Celsius.” Our capitalist system, which prioritizes profit for
those in possession of capital, is
unable to meet these demands.
We all know that the oil lobby
runs deep in the United States.
It has led us into wars and numerous other geopolitical showdowns. This massive lobbying
group of financiers, cartels and
international monopolies is not
going to willingly give up its
power.
Getting more to the point,
capitalism is not sustainable.

This is not an argument; rather,
this is a fact. According to the
US Census Bureau, the median
income for American millennials is $71,556. This sounds good,
as this is more than twice the
median income of the United
States, which is $31,133. That is
until you realize the same report shows that the median millennial expenses are $70,146.72.
This gives only $1,400 of emergency income for retirement,
medical care and other unforeseen issues. The middle class of
America is being slowly starved
into submission, and this is not
a one-party issue.
Republicans under Ronald
Reagan, George W. Bush and
Donald Trump, and Democrats
under Bill Clinton and Barack
Obama instituted probusiness
legislation to the vast detriment
of the majority of society. This
included mass austerity and
privatization from the communication sectors to prisons. They
also all participated in the police
state of America and extended
American imperial dominance
across the world all in an effort

to prolong the life of this collapsing system. Systems end. None
last forever. This is natural. We
do not live with the slave societies of Ancient Greece and Rome
or the feudal societies of the
Middle Ages anymore. All systems, even our own, must end.
So when radical activists are
out in the streets or conducting
actions to create alternate sources of power through things like
mutual aid, community policing
and other actions, many respond
with, “We must work within the
system.” These are precisely the
people Dr King criticized in his
time: People who want solutions
on their own terms, with their
position intact. The liberal capitalist system led us to this point.
It cannot save us from the environmental, economic and social
calamities that are engulfing
our globe. Do not attack those
who are refusing to live under
a system actively ruining any
prospects of meaningful existence, and who are actively trying to make a sustainable future.
Our world needs a revolution —
it needs one for its very survival.
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Opinion StudyBreak
Huskytalk | Where’s the best place to get pizza on campus and why?

“I would say Blaze
because they have the
most options and they
are personal size so
you can get one for
yourself. Oh and they
have cheesy bread
too.”

“McMahon because
it is fresh-made and
the crust is good.”

Abby Robinson
Psychology
5th semester

Abraham Thomas
Math-Physics
7th semester

“I would say, McMahon or Blaze. Everyone knows the McMahon pizza is the best,
the line is always so
long. ”

“I’m still pretty new
to it, but I had a calzone from DP Dough
and it was really
good. It was a Margherita pizza as a
calzone.”

Lizzy Murphy
Mechanical Engineering
3rd semester

Morgan Reynolds
Ecology and Evolutionary
Biology
3rd semester

Alaska’s political
revolution
by Dan Stark
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Alaska is a perennial afterthought when it comes to the
national political landscape.
It hasn’t voted Democratic in
a presidential election since
1964, and neither major party candidate campaigned in
the state in 2020. But despite
this reputation, Alaska is at
the forefront of a revolution
in American politics with
its new electoral system that
utilizes nonpartisan primaries and ranked-choice voting
(RCV), which stands as the
best electoral system in the
nation.
The state adopted this system of ranked choice voting
in November 2020 through
Measure 2, a ballot measure
where the public directly
voted on the proposed RCV
law. Despite famous “fair
election” supporter Donald
Trump winning the state by
10 percentage points, Measure 2 prevailed and ushered
in a new era in Alaska elections.
Here’s the basic explanation of how this system
works: It starts off with a
nonpartisan blanket primary where all candidates are

placed on the same ballot, regardless of party affiliation.
Voters choose one candidate
each, and the four candidates
with the most votes advance
to the general election. On the
general election ballot, voters
pick a candidate as their first
choice and then rank the rest
of the candidates. If none of
the candidates gets a majority
of the vote in the first round of
voting, votes are transferred
from the candidate with the
fewest votes to whoever these
voters picked as their second
choice. This continues until
one candidate has received
a majority of the vote, therefore winning the election.
So what ’s so great about
this system? First off, having a nonpartisan blanket
primary is a massive upgrade from regular partisan primaries. Partisan primaries always have lower
turnout than general elections, and consist of the most
ideologically-driven voters.
In order to win, candidates
will tailor their campaigns
so they can be viewed as the
most liberal or most conservative to this voting group.
This results in hardline partisans who don’t represent
the views of the majority of
their constituents winning
their party’s nomination.

DID YOU KNOW?

An ostrich’s brain is
smaller than its eye.
THE ONLY STATE WITH A
ONE-SYLLABLE NAME IS
MAINE.
FACTS COURTESY OF KIDS.NIEHS.NIH.GOV

Crossword
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COUNTERPOINT

Would you rather start your franchise with Ja'Marr Chase or Justin Jefferson?
by Evan Rodriguez
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evan.2.rodriguez@uconn.edu

by Sam Calhoun
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The NFL season is already under way, and there’s been a brilliant display of talented wideouts throughout the NFL. Whether it was Ja'Marr Chase’s near-game winning touchdown
against Pittsburgh or Justin Jefferson’s insane two-touchdown performance against Green
Bay, it’s clear that these young receivers have the future of football in great hands. But what
if you could only choose one to start your franchise? Would you choose Jefferson, the former
LSU star who’s already established himself as a household name in the NFL? Or would you
select Chase, another former LSU standout who’s coming off a Super Bowl appearance in just
his first year in the league? Staff Writer Evan Rodriguez and Campus Correspondent Sam
Calhoun will argue this question in today’s segment of point/counterpoint:

Evan: To start off, I don’t think there’s a wrong answer to this question. Both Chase and Jefferson are already two of the best receivers in the NFL, and they will be stars
in the league for years to come. However, if I had to select one to begin my franchise, I’d choose Chase. Even though there’s not a large age difference, I’ll take an extra year
of a prime Chase for my franchise. During his rookie season, Chase already demonstrated that he was built for this league, grabbing the most receiving yards of anyone in
NFL history in his first seven games. When he has an elite quarterback, such as Joe Burrow, Chase is going to put in the work to get open on routes. And even if he has to
really work for his catches, he’ll make it happen, such as his catch against Pittsburgh on Saturday that, if challenged, would have been a touchdown. Even Burrow joked
that if no one is open on the Bengals roster, he knows he can simply throw it up to Chase and he’ll come down with it. As his career progresses, Chase will only get better.
If I’m an NFL GM wanting to begin my own team, there’s no way I can overlook that blooming potential.

Sam: I can certainly see your argument for JaMarr Chase. Like you said, there’s no wrong answer to this question as both Chase and Jefferson are extremely talented
and will be at the top of the wide receiver position in the NFL for the years to come. Chase has an advantage with his college quarterback, Joe Burrow, passing the ball to
him. They already have an established connection dating back to their LSU days, including winning the national championship in the 2019 season. Justin Jefferson came
into the NFL a year before Chase and was not considered the best wide receiver in his draft class. Henry Ruggs III, Jerry Jeudy, CeeDee Lamb, and Jalen Reagor were
all selected before Jefferson. Many thought Jefferson would be the WR2 on the Vikings, including myself. Adam Thielen was Kirk Cousins’s best target, but it was clear
that Minnesota needed another weapon. During Jefferson’s rookie season, he put up incredible stats: 88 receptions, 1400 yards, and seven touchdowns. He continued to
improve last season, finishing the 2021 season with 108 receptions, 1,616 yards, and ten touchdowns. He averaged over 15 yards per catch in his first two seasons, showing he can help get the Vikings’ offense down the field very quickly. On Sunday, he recorded nine receptions for 184 yards and two scores, including a 64-yard reception.
While both Chase and Jefferson have competition for targets in their respective offenses, Jefferson never had a connection with Kirk Cousins and became an instant
impact — and possibly a more important skill player than Dalvin Cook.

Evan: While Burrow and Chase certainly have an important connection that has definitely contributed to the latter’s success thus far in the NFL, I don’t believe it’s
far-fetched to say that Chase would still be an elite receiver with any great quarterback. For example, if Chase and Jefferson were to switch situations with Jefferson being in Cincinnati while Chase would be in Minnesota, the skills that Chase developed over his football career would certainly still be showcased in Minnesota. While
Jefferson may have been doubted by many franchises before being drafted, he arguably had more competition for catches than Jefferson, going against Tee Higgins and
Tyler Boyd. Boyd, who had multiple 1,000 yard receiving seasons before Chase entered the league, was already a huge hurdle to get over. But, when you have another
young receiver in Higgins, that’s incredibly steep competition. Despite this, Chase established that he was going to be the next great receiver, showcasing a combination
of elite speed and impressive deep route running that, combined with the play of Joe Burrow, is a match made in heaven. Even without Burrow, if Chase was able to outcompete Boyd and Higgins for targets in a crowded receiving core, I’m convinced that if I had to start a franchise with Chase, who is going to give any receiver incredible
competition when competing for targets on my team, I’ll be in good hands.

Sam: Jefferson doesn’t have the speed of JaMarr Chase, but the way he beats his opponents is more impressive to me. He has more finesse than Chase, changing directions and juking out his opponent to get open. JaMarr Chase has Tyler Boyd, Tee Higgins, and even running back Joe Mixon as the other main Bengals weapons, making
defenses even out the defense between those players while Jefferson is going to be double-teamed most games because there’s less competition at wide receiver. Jefferson
is also taller, which gives him an advantage while catching in traffic. Jefferson may be a year older, but he is also more experienced, heading into his third season.

Ja’Marr Chase, #1, Wide Receiver, LSU Tigers, now with the Cincinnati Bengals.

Justin Jefferson, #2, wide receiver, LSU Tigers, now with the Minnesota Vikings.

PHOTO BY TAMMY ANTHONY BAKER/WIKIMEDIA COMMONS

PHOTO BY TAMMY ANTHONY BAKER/WIKIMEDIA COMMONS
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The UConn Women’s Tennis Team competed against Quinnipiac at the Quinnipiac Invitational on September 11, 2022. PHOTO BY SKYLER KIM/THE DAILY CAMPUS

Biggest

Roundtable:
Week 1 of the National Football League is over, and
although we’re just a small fraction through the
season, a lot can be derived from this small sample
set. There were some surprises — notably the Giants winning a football game and the Packers’ getting carved up by the Vikings — but do these mean
anything significant? Our writers give their overreactions based on this week’s action…

Overreactions
Justin Jefferson

Trey Lance
by Evan Rodriguez

by Stratton Stave

STAFF WRITER
HE/HIS/HIM
evan.2.rodriguez@uconn.edu

ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR
HE/HIS/HIM
stratton.stave@uconn.edu

If Jefferson didn’t make it clear last
season, he is that guy in the Minnesota
offense. The third-year wide receiver
continues to tear up talented secondaries, this time the Packers. He hauled in
nine of 11 targets for 184 yards and a pair
of touchdowns, his best game to date.
This will be tough to replicate on a weekto-week basis, but if Jefferson can come
anywhere close to matching this performance, then he’ll have the best receiving
season ever in the NFL. He has all the
tools with his speed and general athleticism, and he has solid chemistry with
Kirk Cousins. He’s also proven himself
to be generally injury-resistant, which
should also boost his ability to have
the season he’s capable of. It might be a
stretch to say this, but this could be the
year Jefferson takes home MVP and has
a historically great stat line.

Joe Burrow

Denver Broncos
by Sam Calhoun

STAFF WRITER
HE/HIS/HIM
samuel.calhoun@uconn.edu

I’ll admit it: I was not big on the Trey Lance hype train going into this season. However, after his Week 1 performance, I
don’t think it’s fair to automatically say that San Francisco is
doomed going into Week 2 due to Lance’s inefficient play. Not
only did the 49ers lose a key part of their offense in RB Elijah Mitchell, but they also were playing in poor weather that
certainly put a huge damper on his performance. Lance has
shown flashes of potential, and I think it’s certainly worth giving the young quarterback a few more games before making
any assumptions. While Chicago’s defense looked excellent
and Lance undoubtedly got outperformed by Justin Fields, it
may be a bit too early to give up on him as he develops further
as a starting quarterback.

I don’t think it’s time to panic if you’re the Denver Broncos.
Yes, Nathaniel Hackett made a huge mistake not letting Russell Wilson finish out what would have been the game-winning drive. He admitted later that he regrets deciding on the
64-yard field goal attempt, which Brandon McManus missed.
Wilson passed for 340 yards and a touchdown, which is promising for Broncos fans. What’s even more promising is that
Jerry Jeudy had his first 100+ yard game since his rookie season. Along with that, he scored a touchdown for the first time
since that rookie season. Despite the Broncos losing, there’s
no need to overreact, as it was Hackett’s first game as an NFL
head coach. There will be growing pains and Broncos fans just
have to realize that.

by Cole Stefan

STAFF WRITER
HE/HIS/HIM
cole.stefan@uconn.edu

I am less concerned about how many times he got sacked
(seven) because of how historically bad the Cincinnati Bengals’
offensive line is. What I am worried about like a small child is
how many interceptions Burrow threw. Against a stout Steelers defense, Burrow threw four interceptions and also lost a
fumble, for five total turnovers. Perhaps this is the effect of a
Super Bowl hangover (the Los Angeles Rams can tell you what
that is like), but perhaps this is also defensive coordinators no
longer taking Burrow by surprise and preparing for him like
they would prepare for Tom Brady. We will know for sure by
the fourth week of the season. We may not see Burrow have
a clean passing game until Week 3 — the Bengals play Micah
Parsons and the Dallas Cowboys on Sunday — but analysts
will still think he is bound for a down year, despite the fact
that he threw for 338 yards and two touchdowns in an overtime loss.

Carson Wentz
by Jonathan Synott

SPORTS EDITOR
HE/HIS/HIM
jonathan.synott@uconn.edu

For a supporter of Wentz since the beginning of his MVP-caliber year in 2017, this
has been a long time coming. Things just
didn’t work out for the North Dakota State
product in Philadelphia, as an ACL tear in
Week 14 put him on the sidelines for the
Nick Foles show en route to an Eagles Super
Bowl win. As a matter of fact, things didn’t
work for him in Indianapolis either, as he
is now on his third team in three years.
But the talent is there, and has been there
for a while. For once, Wentz has very little
expected of him, as he’s now considered
a journeyman quarterback who couldn’t
steady the ship for the Eagles or the Colts.
In a lower stress environment, he was able
to lead the Washington Commanders to a
28-22 victory over the Jacksonville Jaguars
in Week 1, throwing four touchdowns and
racking up 313 passing yards. While he’s
likely not an MVP this year, Wentz should
surprise a few people and earn more of his
deserved respect this season.
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‘Michipain’ and the decade of suffering

by Cole Stefan

HE/HIS/HIM
STAFF WRITER
Cole.stefan@uconn.edu

This week, the University
of Connecticut football team
travels to Michigan Stadium to
square off against the University of Michigan Wolverines.
This will be the first meeting
between the two schools since
2013, when the Wolverines escaped from Rentschler Field
with a three-point victory.
Rather than highlight the importance of this game to this revitalized UConn team (although
there will be a preview soon), I
wanted to focus on something
different. For the last seven
years, I have been following the
Wolverines closely. What I have
noticed in particular is a little
surprising, a little shocking, and
a little sad.
This is “Michipain,” the story of how the Wolverines and
Michigan sports as a whole have
suffered through a decade and a
half of turmoil and disappointment.
It all began on Sept. 1, 2007.
Ranked No. 5 in the country and
coming off an 11-2 2006 campaign, the Wolverines hosted
the Appalachian State University Mountaineers. Everyone
expected the Wolverines to
win in a rockslide despite the
Mountaineers’ top ranking in
the NCAA Division I Football
Championship Subdivision.
The Wolverines had a 14-7
lead after the first quarter, but
ended the half down 28-14 after
being outscored 21-3 in the second quarter. Fast forward to the
fourth quarter; Michigan retook
the lead with 4:36 remaining on
a punt return for a touchdown
and got the ball back on an interception on the very next play.
The Wolverines had a prime opportunity to ice the game with a
field goal up by a point, but the
Mountaineers blocked the kick
and made a 24-yard field goal on
the ensuing drive.
Twenty-Four seconds remained on the clock to avoid a
major upset. The Wolverines set

themselves up for the win with
a 37-yard field goal attempt.
Everyone at Michigan Stadium
took a breath after the kick,
gasping instead of sighing. Appalachian State had blocked the
field goal attempt and almost
took it home for the 34-32 victory. An FCS team had beaten the
Wolverines in their own home.
Michigan fell out of the rankings the following week, but
finished 9-4 with a victory in
the Capital One Bowl against
the University of Florida. Head
coach Lloyd Carr retired after
the season and the team struggled under Rich Rodriguez before Jim Harbaugh returned to
his alma mater in 2015.
This is what broke Michigan sports. Sports teams in
“The Mitten” had been broken
before, but not this severely.
These teams, whether they
were good or bad, suffered
heartbreak after heartbreak.
Since 2004, the Ohio State
University has won all but
two games against the Wolverines in football, staking
their dominance in the series’
recent history. Both of those
Michigan wins came at Michigan Stadium; the last time the
Wolverines won at “The Shoe”
was in 2000. All those losses
to their Buckeye-d big brother hurt, but the Wolverines’
worst loss came on their own
turf in 2015.
Ranked No. 12 in the nation
and playing their in-state rival, the No. 7 Michigan State
University Spartans, Michigan
lined up to punt the ball away
with 10 seconds left, hoping
that there would be no special
teams miracle. But the punt
never happened, as the punter failed to get his hands on
the ball and fumbled it away.
The Spartans recovered and
took it to the house, winning
the game 27-23. Once again,
the opposing special teams
silenced fans in Ann Arbor.

This pain extends beyond
the gridiron. Since 2010, the
Wolverines have been one of
the most successful men’s basketball programs in the nation,
up there with the University of
Kansas, Gonzaga University
and the University of Kentucky.
In 2013, the Wolverines advanced to the national championship game for the first time
since 1993. Back then, the Fab
Five led the charge, but fell short
against the University of North
Carolina when Chris Webber
called a timeout the Wolverines
did not have. The Tar Heels held
on to win their second national
title under head coach Dean
Smith 77-71.
Back to Atlanta, Michigan
took out Jim Boeheim and the
Syracuse University Orange
in the Final Four and earned a
matchup against Rick Pitino and
the University of Louisville Cardinals. The No. 4-seeded Wolverines, with their decent starting lineup of players, looked for
an upset against a more experienced team that had been to the
Final Four one year earlier.
Instead, Louisville won their
“third” national title 82-76 behind Luke Hancock and Peyton
Siva as another chapter in the
Big East’s history ended. What
makes matters worse for Wolverines fans is that the Cardinals vacated their title because
of a scandal.
But that was not Michigan’s
only Final Four appearance in
the decade. In 2018, the No. 3
Wolverines made it to San Antonio behind a game-winning
3-pointer from Jordan Poole
against the University of Houston in the second round and intense wins against Texas A&M
University and Florida State
University in the Sweet 16 and
Elite Eight. After dispatching
the eleventh-seeded LoyolaChicago University Ramblers in
the Final Four, the Wolverines
returned to the championship

game against another top-seeded Big East opponent. Instead of
Louisville, Jay Wright and the
Villanova University Wildcats
waited on the other side.
Michigan had an opportunty
to avenge their brothers from
the 2013 team with an upset
win against the Wildcats. Unfortunately for them, Villanova
looked better with their two AllAmericans and an extremely
unfair starting five. The Wildcats pounced on the Wolverines
79-62 for their third national
title and second in three years.
Since then, the Wolverines
have made it as far as the Elite
Eight, a milestone they reached
in 2021. With stars like Hunter
Dickinson returning, the Wolverines hope to be a national
title contender this season.
Let us also look at the Wolverines’ men’s hockey team. Michigan has nine national titles, tied
for the most with the University of Denver, but has won none
since Marty Turco led them
to the promised land in 1998.
Without going into much detail, the Wolverines returned to
the championship game in 2011,
where they had their hearts broken and lost to the University
of Minnesota-Duluth Bulldogs
3-2 in overtime. Since then, the
Wolverines have made the semifinals twice and been removed
due to a COVID-19 outbreak
once in their five tournament
appearances.
The Wolverines hope to return to glory, but with 2021 top
three picks Owen Power, Matthew Beniers and Kent Johnson all in the National Hockey
League, their chances of making
it back are bleak. There is more
than one name-brand collegiate
team in the state, however.
I am not much of a Michigan
State fan, which is why I do
not know as much about their
athletics program as the Wolverines. Regardless, the Spartans have seen their fair share

of heartbreak. In 2009, head
coach Tom Izzo led his Spartan
men’s basketball team to the
championship game following a
win against UConn in the Final
Four, but they lost to Roy Williams and the Tar Heels 89-72.
Izzo brought them back to the
Final Four in 2010, 2015 and
2019, but the Butler University
Bulldogs, Duke University Blue
Devils and Texas Tech University Red Raiders were too much
to handle in the semifinal game,
respectively.
In 2015, the Spartans made
the College Football Playoff
(CFP) for the first time and faced
off against the University of Alabama in the Cotton Bowl. Nick
Saban’s army shut them out
38-0 and the Spartans have not
returned to the CFP since.
Back to the Wolverines, our
final stop brings us to Miami,
Florida on Dec. 31, 2021. Earlier that month, the Wolverines mauled the University of
Iowa Hawkeyes in the Big Ten
Championship game to secure
their place in the CFP. As the
No. 2 seed, they did not have to
play the top-seeded Crimson
Tide. Instead, they got the thirdseeded University of Georgia
Bulldogs, a team filled with rage
after getting clobbered in the
SEC Championship game, in the
Orange Bowl.
Aidan Hutchinson and David
Ojabo had no answers for Stetson
Bennett and the ferocious Bulldogs offense. On the other side of
the ball, Jordan Davis, Nakobe
Dean and Georgia’s defense overpowered Cade McNamara. The
Bulldogs marched on to Indianapolis 34-11 and earned a rematch
with Saban, which they won.
This cycle of pain will continue until either the Wolverines or the Spartans win a
national title, but what if I told
you that this feeling of anguish
and consistent agony extends
beyond college sports? This
will be continued.

The UConn Huskies take on the Syracuse Orange at their second home game of the season at Rentschler Field at Pratt and Whitney Stadium on Saturday night.
Syracuse beat UConn 48-14 after leading the whole game.
PHOTOGRAPH BY ERIN KNAPP, PHOTO EDITOR/THE DAILY CAMPUS
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Spin’s Fantasy Factory:
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by Nick Spinali
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by Stratton Stave
ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR
HE/HIS/HIM
stratton.stave@uconn.edu

This past Sunday saw the start
of the NFL season, which for different fans means a lot of different things. For some, it means
they get to support their favorite
team through thick and thin
during the cooler months of the
fall. For others, it means they get
to draft teams of players in the
league and compete against family, friends and coworkers. Using
the title as a context clue, I’ll leave
you to figure out which group I
fall into. Hint: it’s the second one.
I don’t just play fantasy football, though; I also participate in
the much less popular fantasy
baseball and fantasy basketball
games, which each receive less
than half the participants of
fantasy football, according to
GetSportsInfo. Today, I decided
to rank the three sports based on
how fun and interesting they are
to play. Let’s jump into it.
FANTASY BASKETBALL
Although the least popular
fantasy game with just under
nine million players, fantasy basketball is the best fantasy sport.
The default formatting in ESPN
involves 13 spots on a roster
with 10 players playing on any
given night and teams can have
as many players from any specific position as they want. There
tend to be head-to-head matchup
periods of one week and whoever’s roster scores more points
wins that game.
The reason why fantasy basketball is the best is because
of the simple, yet strong strategy that it requires from participants. In baseball, you have
pitchers and field players. In
football, there are quarterbacks,
defenses, kickers and more, all of
whom can collect points differently. Although that implements
a different level of strategy with
roster management, the standardization of basketball makes
it easier for the average fan to
understand why their player did
well or poorly.
Looking at the strategy, it all
really comes down to movements on a day-to-day basis. To
win in basketball, editing the
roster every day is a must, which
helps keep the players engaged.
There’s the simplicity of seeing
when your players have games
and putting them into the lineup,
as well as picking up players and
dropping ones. Identifying talent
that will best maximize a team’s
points on a given day is critical
and a fun aspect. In short, fantasy
basketball reigns supreme, with
an engagement level that beats
football and a simplicity that neither baseball nor football will ever
be able to attain.
FANTASY BASEBALL
Fantasy baseball is the second
most popular of the three, and
also happens to be the second
best. The format is similar to that
of basketball: There are 21 slots
on the roster, with nine fielders
starting on any given day, five
starting pitchers and two relievers. In general, a team will have
10 starters on the roster, mean-

ing that there won’t really ever
be a day where they would have
more pitchers starting for their
fantasy team than playing in real
life, since pitchers play once every five or six days. This is why
pitchers’ points are worth roughly five times more than those of
hitters.
All leagues are different, but
baseball strategy is complex in
most leagues what with having
to manage the two separate sides.
To keep things fair, my league
puts a starting pitcher cap of 10,
along with a rule that a team
cannot make more than seven
acquisitions during a week-long
matchup period. This forces
managers to be careful with
their moves. Since pitchers are
so valuable on a day-to-day basis, teams tend to leave one roster
slot open for a rotating pitcher.
That way, the team can rake in
about 15 additional points daily.
Strategy is required with this,
as managing performance from
batters becomes an important
part of the equation. If a hitter is
doing poorly, the manager has to
estimate if using one of the seven
moves to replace the batter with
a better one will be more or less
valuable than if the move was
used for a pitcher. It's a tough decision every time, and is a special
part of fantasy baseball that just
doesn’t exist anywhere else.
FANTASY FOOTBALL
Don’t get me wrong here — fantasy football is still a great fantasy
sport. However, it’s also the easiest to succeed in without putting
in much effort. Unlike basketball
or baseball, where you need to put
in work on the daily to win, not
much effort is required after draft
day to succeed in football. Aside
from bye weeks and injuries, the
amount of work is really minimal,
especially as leagues get smaller.
This is why you see random people who are not into the sport still
killing it with their auto-drafted
team.
There are a series of different
positions, but it’s not super complex since it’s easy to monitor
them once the team is drafted.
There are different draft strategies, such as the “no RB” where
managers wait until late rounds
to pick running backs, but ultimately a lot of the success is up to
chance.
In short, this reduced effort
means that there’s less interest
on a day-to-day basis. In baseball
and basketball, there are games
almost every day to track your
team. Football is only played on
Thursdays, Sundays and Mondays, which makes it more difficult to stay engaged. Although
it’s great that there are more
people interested in football, the
fantasy sport just doesn’t have
that same awesome feeling that
the other two do. Meanwhile,
a win in those sports feels a lot
more gratifying than in football
because of the amount of effort
put in. Football is still an elite
fantasy sport, but there are some
obstacles it will never overcome
for it to beat the excitement of
baseball or basketball.

Welcome back to another edition of Spin’s Fantasy Factory! The
chaos of the inaugural week of the
new NFL season has wrapped,
and the attention of fantasy managers now turns toward Week 2.
Hopefully you were able to win
your first fantasy matchup out of
the gate, though if you didn’t, it
may be because you started a player or two that failed to live up to
his projections (Cam Akers owners, you know the feeling). Alas,
there’s still hope for managers on
the fence about which players they
should roll with as fantasy starters
this week, and which players they
should leave on the pine.
As UConn’s self-proclaimed
“fantasy expert,” I’m here to help
you with your decisions! For each
of the three main skill positions
(WR, RB, TE), I’ve listed a player
that you should shy away from if
you’re in between starting them or
benching them in Week 2:
Sit: CeeDee Lamb, WR, Dallas
Cowboys vs. CIN
This may be a tough pick for
fantasy managers to swallow, as
Lamb was among the top 12 receivers selected off of draft boards
during fantasy drafts this summer.
Though he received almost universal WR1 treatment, Lamb was
a non-factor for fantasy purposes
after his abysmal performance in
Dallas’ opener against the Tampa
Bay Buccaneers. Even though he
managed to draw a juicy 11 targets
during the contest, Lamb was only
able to convert on two of those attempts for an unimpressive 29
yards.
The issue with Lamb doesn't
necessarily have to do with him as
it does with the situation he finds
himself currently in. The Cowboys
will be without quarterback Dak
Prescott for the foreseeable future
after he underwent surgery to repair a fractured thumb, thrusting
Cooper Rush into Dallas’ vacant
QB1 spot. The addition of Rush into
the starting lineup will not bode
well for any of the Cowboys skill
players, and the team will likely fall
into a more run-heavy approach
on offense. Not to mention that
beyond Lamb, Dallas has a severe
lack of depth at the wide receiver
position, making Lamb the only
true threat and thus the only player worth covering on defense — we
saw this during the game against

Tampa Bay. Though he’s still set
to see a drastic target share, Lamb
will be tightly defended regardless
of what team he plays, and he will
be receiving throws from a bottomtier starting quarterback.
The Cowboys will take on the
Cincinnati Bengals at home this
Sunday. Though Cincy doesn’t
possess an overwhelming defense,
they managed to hold Mitchell
Trubisky to 194 passing yards in
a game where Joe Burrow handed
the ball to Pittsburgh’s offense five
times. No matter how you look at
it, it’s hard to start Lamb with the
same confidence that managers
had entering the season. Until he
and Rush prove that they can form
a dynamic tandem, I'll be good
leaving this wideout on the bench.
Sit: Cordarrelle Patterson, RB,
Atlanta Falcons at LAR
Patterson proved to be a diamond in the rough when he took
over as Atlanta’s primary running
back and became a dangerous fantasy asset in the middle of last season. However, following a rough
final few weeks, fantasy managers
weren't very high on this veteran,
as they perceived his elite production and efficiency to be a fluke. But
in Week 1, all Patterson managed
to do was set new career-highs in
rushing attempts (22) and rushing
yards (120) while also reaching the
end zone for a score. His production and the relative lack of experience amongst the other Falcons
running backs should have fantasy
managers ecstatic to plug Patterson
into a starting spot. However, he
finds himself on the list of players
to avoid in Week 2.
Patterson’s Falcons will travel to
Los Angeles to take on the reigning
Super Bowl Champion Rams. LA
was the sixth-best team last season
in terms of rushing yards allowed,
and fifth-best in rushing yards allowed per attempt. As Patterson is
known more for his pass-catching
abilities than his abilities as a rusher, the Falcons may need to chase
points in a game that the Rams are
heavily favored to win. While his
upside remains high because of
this, LA possesses multiple playmakers on defense that are likely to
cap Patterson’s ability to make big
plays with the ball on both passing
and running plays. It’s also worth
mentioning that Patterson was
able to manage last week’s impres-

sive stat line following an injury
to backup RB Damien Williams.
It’s more than likely that Atlanta
will have another RB activated
on Sunday to reduce Patterson’s
workload, whether it be Tyler Allgeier or Caleb Huntley. Regardless
of who suits up for the Falcons, this
matchup alone scares me enough
to keep Patterson on the bench.
Sit: Pat Freiermuth, TE, Pittsburgh Steelers vs. NE
After being selected in the second round of the 2021 NFL Draft,
Freiermuth has shown tremendous signs of growth as he continues to solidify himself as the top
tight end in Pittsburgh. Dubbed
a breakout candidate in fantasy
at the tight end position entering
this season, Freiermuth delivered
for those that believed in him in
Week 1 against Cincinnati with
five catches for 75 yards. He saw 10
looks from Trubisky, second on the
team to target-hog Diontae Johnson. At a position with very few
household names, Freiermuth’s reliability and his red zone prowess
have meant that he’s been a viable
fantasy starter.
Freiermuth’s next contest will
come Sunday when his Steelers
play host to the New England
Patriots. Last season, New England allowed the least amount of
fantasy points to players at the
tight end position in the NFL.
That trend continued into the
team’s Week 1 contest against
the Miami Dolphins, where the
Patriots allowed Miami tight
ends to combine for a measly two
catches for 15 yards. In Week
1, Pittsburgh’s George Pickens
and Chase Claypool managed
to combine for only five catches
and 21 yards against the Bengals.
Those two are likely to see their
number of touches increase as
the season progresses, meaning it’s likely that Freiermuth is
unlikely to sustain the doubledigit targets that he received to
open the season. Not to mention
that the Steelers, known for being a run-first offense in the past
few seasons, will try to establish
some sort of momentum on the
ground when they take the field
for the first time on Sunday.
None of these reasons should
make fantasy managers optimistic that Freiermuth will be a fantasy star this week.

Washington Football Team at Atlanta Falcons from Mercedes Benz Stadium, Atlanta, GA Oct.
3rd, 2021
PHOTOGRAPH BY ALL-PRO REELS/WIKIMEDIA COMMONS
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